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Little Book of Beliefs is an express tour of belief topics for curious minds. Is there a God? What is the
purpose of life? Do humans have souls? Why do bad things happen to good people and vice versa? Life is a
mystery and were still guessing about its meaning and purpose. Our personal beliefs, whether vague or

specific, philosophical or spiritual, surely influence our values and outlook on life. Philip Koehn, author of
Choosing your Religion and Exploring the Major Faiths, presents a brief synopsis of key philosophical and
spiritual topics in this compact analysis. Questions about existence? What does it mean to be a human being?
Does reality exist only in the mind of the beholder or is reality independent of human perception? Do humans
create the human condition or does a higher being impose it? Little Book of Beliefs explores some of the

possible answers to these and other existential questions.

Power comes from within. Some good examples of Socrates activity can be found in Platos dialogue
theEuthyphro.For the purposes of this Preface the key points involve 1 distinguishing philosophy from the
sphere of the natural sciences roughly facts from values and 2 distinguishing philosophy from the sphere of

religion.

Spiritual Metaphysics

numerol ogy Pythagoras St. Dean Hamer author of the book The God Gene How Faith is Hardwired into our
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Genes discovered that. The friction between science and religion stretches from . She also cautions that
religion without spirituality can have an opposite . The spiritual aspirant recognizes that he or she is on a
pathless path of selfdiscovery. The differences of belief between socalled educated Catholics may seem too
great to reconcile reasonably too reminiscent of Protestant majoritarianism and schism. Faith provides

knowledge about the spiritual realm or the . Religious beliefs that are oriented toward maintaining security
often protect individuals from existential anxiety but elicit defensiveness when existential concerns are made
salient whereas religious beliefs oriented toward growth are less effectual in dealing with such concerns but
promote tolerance openness and more favorable reactions. But you should because according to those who
believe in the existence of these socalled. x Introduction from various beliefs peculiar to specific religions. A

passionate philosophical novel set in 19th century. See full list on differencebetween.com . Mor Segev
Aristotle on Religion Cambridge University Press . Applied Metaphysics as differentiated from Speculative
Metaphysics is wholly practical and essential to daily . Little Book of Beliefs is divided into three sections

Philosophy Religion and Spiritual Metaphysics.
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